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 by Marler   

Rock Opera 

"L'Opéra Rocks!"

Located in a bustling district downtown, L'Opéra Rock is a very popular

venue in town. Sing, dance and have fun in this breezy karaoke club. In a

friendly atmosphere, you will exercise your singing skills on a great sound-

system. Come join your crew on stage and dance to the rythm of rock

music until the end of the night!

 +33 (0)4 7839 9988  7 rue Terme, Lyon

 by Wine Dharma   

La Playa 

"Classic French Meets Melodious Vocals"

La Playa welcomes gourmands to savor traditional French grub in an

inviting nautical-themed setting, complete with a stone vaulted ceiling and

well-laid out dining booths. Playa's extensive menu features an array of

inviting French standards and chilled libations. The restaurant serves as

one of the city's top karaoke venues, featuring advanced acoustics and

equipment, along with an exhaustive database of popular songs and

classics. Hop in with your family for a fun dinner or stop by for a business

lunch; La Playa has got all the ingredients to make your rendezvous a

memorable one.

 +33 4 7847 2521  www.la-playa.fr/  32 Quai Arloing, Lyon

 by Justin Block   

Kbox 

"Villeurbanne's Premier Karaoke Venue"

A hip yet a convivial atmosphere greets hopeful singers at Kbox, known to

be the city's premier karaoke clubs with a lively setting. It boasts of an

extensive list of nearly 25,000 songs to choose from, even as you unwind

crooning your favorite number amidst a cheering crowd. Be it disco

numbers, soulful tracks or peppy pop tracks, Kbox has got something to

appeal to diverse tastes and preferences.

 +33 4 4 3743 1829  karaokelyon.com/  contact@karaokelyon.com  2 Cours de la République,

Villeurbanne
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